
SELLING YOUR PROPERTY, STEP BY STEP



Seller’s Guide

Selling a property is an important project, and you are right to want to be well informed. In this guide, you will find the main steps to selling your property with the help of 

a broker, as well as many practical tips to help you complete your real estate transaction to your satisfaction. 

Be reassured 

Whether you want to sell a single-family home, a condominium or an income property, you have come to the right place! The Organisme d’autoréglementation du 

courtage immobilier du Québec (OACIQ) is your ally for a successful transaction. In fact, it’s role, entrusted to it by the Government of Québec, is to apply the Real 

Estate Brokerage Act and thus protect you when you carry out real estate transactions with the help of a broker. It ensure that all brokers constantly upgrade their 

knowledge, by inspecting them and equipping them so that they can play their role effectively and with integrity. 

Health and safety for all 

Consult the article COVID-19 : its impact on your real estate transactions to learn more about the OACIQ’s recommendations in the current context.

 

An overview of the guide 

This guide, the result of many years of experience in answering your questions, is intended to be concrete and practical. You will find a summary of 

what you need to know at each of the most common stages and situations in the sale of a residential property, in the form of clear, simple and 

direct answers.

The guide is divided into three clearly identified sections:

BEFORE YOU SELL

DURING YOUR PROCEDURES

AFTER THE TRANSACTION

IN EACH OF THESE SECTIONS, TAKE THE TIME TO READ.

Hyperlinked content: To help you learn everything about a form, a step, or an obligation of your broker, the OACIQ provides a wealth 
of content on its website. Don’t hesitate to click on a link to learn more!

Good to know
These are details that will save you time,
and advice that will save you a lot of trouble.

Talk to your broker
Because he is trained and his activities are well supervised, we 
will tell you when and what to ask him about.



BEFORE:
How to prepare yourself 

Selling a property is complex. That’s why it’s important to be well informed and well surrounded. By choosing to do business with a real estate broker, you are protected 

by the Real Estate Brokerage Act. In order to be well prepared, it is recommended that you inform yourself on the role of the broker and more specifically on his duties 

and obligations when selling your property. You will then be able to sign the Exclusive Brokerage Contract - Sale and your broker will have to fill out the Declarations 

by the seller on the immovable form (or the version of this form intended for divided co-ownership). It is your broker’s responsibility to inform and advise you properly, in 

accordance with his or her qualifications and code of ethics, throughout the process. Ask your broker any questions that come to mind; he or she must answer them! 

For example:  

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE SELLER’S REAL PROPERTY DECLARATION FORM?

WHAT ARE MY OPTIONS WHEN I RECEIVE A PROMISE TO PURCHASE?

With the right tools and support, you should be able to make the right decisions and sell with confidence.

No broker?
Carrying out a real estate transaction alone or with the help of 
an assistance company is a choice. However, it is important to 
know that, in both cases, you are acting without the protective 
net of the Real Estate Brokerage Act. To learn more, read the 
«Duties and Obligations of Real Estate Brokers» section 
of this guide.

Good to know
If you have any questions, contact the OACIQ Information 
Centre. An information agent will be able to inform you about 
any question concerning your transaction, the Real Estate 
Brokerage Act and its regulations, and will direct you to the right 
authorities if necessary.
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DURING:
The steps to selling your property 

It goes without saying: to sell your home, you need a buyer! The future owner of your property can contact you in two ways. 

The potential buyer represented by a real estate broker 

Thus, unless there are exceptions (when the buyer is bound by a purchase brokerage contract), the buyer will not have to pay his broker directly, since the broker will be 

paid from the sums that you will pay to your broker, in accordance with your sale brokerage contract.

The potential buyer not represented by a real estate broker 

If a buyer is not represented by a real estate broker, be aware that your broker is bound by a duty of loyalty to you: this means that he or she cannot disclose

 confidential or strategic information about you to the potential buyer. Your broker does, however, have an obligation to act fairly towards the buyer, to inform

and advise him objectively.

The first step towards selling your property 

If a buyer is interested in your property following his visit, he may ask to see it again. Then, if he is represented by a broker, he will fill out a Promise to Purchase with him, 

which will indicate the conditions under which he commits to buying your property. You can then accept the promise to purchase or make a counter-proposal. In any 

case, you will have the opportunity to ask your questions to your broker or to the OACIQ in order to make an informed decision.
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AFTER:
Steps following the Promise to Purchase 

Once the Promise to Purchase or Counterproposal to the Promise to Purchase has been accepted and all conditions have been met, the next step is to 

formalize the transaction. 

The two main components of this step will be done at the notary and consist of:

TITLE REVIEW (DOCUMENTS SHOWING, AMONG OTHER THINGS, TITLE, DIMENSIONS, ZONING, ENCUMBRANCES AND EASEMENTS)

THE DEED OF SALE. UNDER THE CIVIL CODE OF QUEBEC, THE TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP REQUIRES THE PARTICIPATION OF A NOTARY.

Good to know
When two or more real estate transactions are interrelated (for 
example, when you are selling to buy a home), your real estate 
broker has a duty to ensure that there is a reasonable gap 
between the deed signing dates of the various transactions.
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